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Motivation

Further Information

Global Virtual Memory for Dynamic Asynchronous Many-Tasking (AMT) Runtimes

• Traditional bulk-synchronous parallel runtimes do not excel at irregular 
computation patterns present in big-data and adaptive execution.

• Asynchronous many-tasking (AMT) models, characterized by lightweight tasks 
concurrently operating on global data, are dynamic and adaptive in nature. When 
work follows data, global load-balancing naturally takes the form of dynamically 
balancing global data.

• PGAS is less well-suited for event-driven and active-message execution where 
ephemeral computation is performed on global data. Static nature of PGAS restricts 
the system’s ability to load balance computation and communication.

Please contact adkulkar@crest.iu.edu for more details.

Conclusions

Network-Managed Global Virtual Memory

Figure 13: LRU Cache statistics at Rank 0 for 226 random up-
dates of a 221 words table.
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Figure 14: Performance degradation of global updates due to
thread contention in concurrently accessing the cache.

compared a simple global single-lock cache against a sequen-
tial no-lock cache. Multi-threaded domains were simulated by
spawning threads that access the cache at the same frequency
as the main thread with a random bias (by sleeping between
2� 10µsecs between accesses). In this test, 16 million ran-
dom global updates were performed on a 1 million word table
by 32 processes on 16 nodes. We spawned up to 6 contend-
ing threads per process. The single-lock cache provides a
comparison baseline for the concurrent cuckoo hashtable (Sec-
tion 5.1). While the concurrent cache scales well with respect
to the number of contending threads, there is an opportunity
cost of concurrency that leads to much lower single-thread
performance. The concurrent cache is 25% slower than the
hardware directory (cache-bypass) solution.

6.6. Dynamic Remapping of Global Memory

We also use our GUPS microbenchmark to evaluate the im-
pact of dynamically moving pages (i.e., “remapping” blocks)
within our AGAS runtime by initializing an experiment with
a small table size that resulted in a total of four logical pages.
Since GUPS performs random updates to randomly placed
data, the impact of remapping is difficult to discern at larger
scales, and our motivation in constraining the table size is
to force frequent movement of a sizeable segment of the to-
tal address space. Distributed across 192 cores, remapping
these pages ensures that at least 25% of all subsequent global
updates will target a different process.

In Figure 15a we show only the total global random update
time (discounting the remap operation itself) between software
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Figure 15: Effect of active dynamic remapping to the perfor-
mance of random access of global data for Software and Hard-
ware AGAS.

Figure 16: The time taken to execute class A of the NAS Paral-
lel Benchmarks (NPB) on 16 nodes with 1 process per node.

and hardware cases over increasing numbers of remap opera-
tions. The key takeaway is that as page movement frequency
increase, the software approach takes increasingly longer as
more global updates require two or more hops to resolve their
new page owners. In contrast, the direct lookups afforded by
the hardware case ensure a constant, or improved, run time
as remaps increase. In our small-scale evaluation, the overall
time trend even decreases for hardware as pages frequently
become local to a single physical node that would otherwise
require a network hop.

On the other hand, the limitations of our OpenFlow-based
implementation become apparent in Figure 15b. For each
remap operation, the time needed to update the switch table
via out-of-band signaling, as opposed to updating the software
owner cache with an in-band active message, is considerably
higher. The switch table update mechanism is an area that
requires a tighter coupling between our AGAS runtime and the
supporting hardware, and we are investigating solutions that
provide an in-band, “bump-in-the-wire” remap mechanism.
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Figure 13: LRU Cache statistics at Rank 0 for 226 random up-
dates of a 221 words table.

Figure 14: Performance degradation of global updates due to
thread contention in concurrently accessing the cache.
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as the main thread with a random bias (by sleeping between
2� 10µsecs between accesses). In this test, 16 million ran-
dom global updates were performed on a 1 million word table
by 32 processes on 16 nodes. We spawned up to 6 contend-
ing threads per process. The single-lock cache provides a
comparison baseline for the concurrent cuckoo hashtable (Sec-
tion 5.1). While the concurrent cache scales well with respect
to the number of contending threads, there is an opportunity
cost of concurrency that leads to much lower single-thread
performance. The concurrent cache is 25% slower than the
hardware directory (cache-bypass) solution.

6.6. Dynamic Remapping of Global Memory

We also use our GUPS microbenchmark to evaluate the im-
pact of dynamically moving pages (i.e., “remapping” blocks)
within our AGAS runtime by initializing an experiment with
a small table size that resulted in a total of four logical pages.
Since GUPS performs random updates to randomly placed
data, the impact of remapping is difficult to discern at larger
scales, and our motivation in constraining the table size is
to force frequent movement of a sizeable segment of the to-
tal address space. Distributed across 192 cores, remapping
these pages ensures that at least 25% of all subsequent global
updates will target a different process.

In Figure 15a we show only the total global random update
time (discounting the remap operation itself) between software
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and hardware cases over increasing numbers of remap opera-
tions. The key takeaway is that as page movement frequency
increase, the software approach takes increasingly longer as
more global updates require two or more hops to resolve their
new page owners. In contrast, the direct lookups afforded by
the hardware case ensure a constant, or improved, run time
as remaps increase. In our small-scale evaluation, the overall
time trend even decreases for hardware as pages frequently
become local to a single physical node that would otherwise
require a network hop.

On the other hand, the limitations of our OpenFlow-based
implementation become apparent in Figure 15b. For each
remap operation, the time needed to update the switch table
via out-of-band signaling, as opposed to updating the software
owner cache with an in-band active message, is considerably
higher. The switch table update mechanism is an area that
requires a tighter coupling between our AGAS runtime and the
supporting hardware, and we are investigating solutions that
provide an in-band, “bump-in-the-wire” remap mechanism.
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Figure 11: Comparing the performance of Software (based
on the Photon conduit) and Hardware AGAS implementations
with the GUPS Random Access benchmark that performed 4
million updates on a table with 1 million words.

is forwarded to the its new owner (if there is an up-to-date
mapping) or the home which routes it to the current target.

We ran a microbenchmark that implemented the above sce-
narios and performed a Put of 8 bytes to a page mapped at a
remote rank. Table 1 quantifies the average cost for 1 million
iterations, and lists the number of table lookups and active
messages (AMs) required for each scenario.

The “Direct” put scenario as implemented by hardware
AGAS (ignoring the overheads involved in manipulating the
hardware directory) and “Cached” scenario show similar Put
latency performance. Software-managed caches are cumber-
some to maintain at higher scales, and as we demonstrate in
Sections 6.5 and 6.6, they incur additional access penalties due
to forwarding when global data is remapped. On a cache miss,
the remote lookups are 2x slower as a result of additional
network hops. As “Forwarding” skips an extra hop, it achieves
lower latency than the remote home lookup. Further, we can
corroborate the additional inherent latency increase of the Pho-
ton conduit over the IBV conduit described in Section 6.2.
For local lookups and loopback, Photon incurs an additional
overhead as a result of performing a multicast loopback, which
involves a round-trip over the PCI bus to the HCA.

6.4. GUPS Random Access

The GUPS random access microbenchmark is commonly used
to evaluate the performance of a global address space imple-
mentation using a throughput metric: Global Updates Per
Second (GUPS). Multiple ranks perform synchronous remote
gets and puts to random global addresses in parallel. We ran
GUPS with a table size of 220 words with each page containing
2048 words distributed cyclically across 16 nodes. 4 million
random updates to the global table were performed. In the
software implementation, the compulsory miss to a page pop-
ulates the cache with its location. In the hardware variant, the
hardware directory is populated with page mappings by mod-
ifying flow rules in the switch during initial table allocation.
Figure 11 validates the scalability of both our software and
hardware implementations running atop the Photon conduit.
The performance of both is identical for decent scales of up to
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Figure 12: Effect of bounded cache and varying cache replace-
ment policies on the overall performance of the GUPS random
access microbenchmark at 192 cores.

192 cores.

6.5. Effect of Bounded Cache and Concurrency on Global
Accesses

At larger scales, an efficient cache directory implementation
needs to be bounded in size as memory on a node is shared by
the runtime with the application. We extended the sequential
direct-mapped cache with two standard cache replacement
policies, random and LRU (least recently used). Bounding the
cache size adds extra cache eviction logic and incurs capacity
cache misses, which negatively impacts cache operations on
the critical path.

Figure 12 demonstrates that enforcing an upper bound on
the Software cached global directory size degrades perfor-
mance of puts and gets in the global address space. In our test,
each cache entry was only 4 bytes resulting in a 1:1000 ratio of
metadata overhead per addressable memory page. In practice,
cache entries often encode other attributes pertaining to the
page, and an overhead of mere 0.1% can potentially limit the
scalability of the runtime to 1000 processors. In Figure 12, 64
million global updates were performed on a 2 million word
table from 192 processors. The unbounded direct-mapped soft-
ware cache overhead (not shown) is nearly identical with the
hardware directory overhead, as cache replacement does not
play any role in the operation of either of those. At 1K cache
entries, both replacement policies perform 30% fewer global
updates per second as a result of higher capacity cache misses
and evictions. The LRU cache statistics for rank 0 are shown
in Figure 13. In the unbounded case, each rank addresses at
most 4096 pages without incurring any misses. More evictions
to increased cache misses. For a random workload, no cache
replacement policy is the best. The key takeaway is that none
of the cache replacement policies scale in comparison to the
hardware directory implementation.

Modern active-message based runtime systems have multi-
threaded domains where multiple threads are running active
message handlers at once. In addition to the storage over-
heads, a major drawback for a software cache implementation
is its scaling limitation. The effect of thread contention on the
software cache performance is shown in Figure 14. First, we
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Figure 7: Use of multicast addressing in RDMA over Ethernet.

flow entry(ies) in the switch along with the receiver multicast
groups. In practice, the out-of-band signaling latency from our
embedded controller to the switch, and the synchronization
required during dynamic remapping, creates a bottleneck for
latency-sensitive applications (Section 6.6).

We note that our hardware-based AGAS could also be de-
ployed on a native IB network where a SM that implements
“send only” multicast joins is available. Unfortunately, the
widely deployed open source SM, OpenSM, has non-trivial
limitations when applied to frequently updating multicast con-
figurations.

Within an IB network that supports multicast, an endpoint
must join a multicast group in order to send. The join operation
invokes a management command to the switch fabric that
configures the appropriate ports to accept and route multicast
packets. Thus, each sender needs to join the multicast group
in order to send, prompting the SM to reconfigure the fabric.
The join operation is also a “full member” join, which has
the side effect of that node also receiving packets destined to
the given GID, leading to incorrect AGAS operation. This
sequence of steps incurs noticeable latency in our runtime that
significantly impacts overall performance so that our network-
assisted approach would not scale. The IB specification does
define the joining of a multicast GID as a “send only” member,
which would resolve the issue of senders also receiving packets
from peers addressing the same GID. However, this feature
is not supported by OpenSM and we were unable to provide
results using the native IB fabric.

Finally, one benefit of using IB multicast is that multicast
loopback can be enabled on the host network adapters to re-
ceive locally generated messages. Since the owner of a block
registers the associated multicast GID(s) with Photon, if a
global address put is destined for the sender process, the mes-
sage is simply received via the loopback and a round trip
to the switch is avoided. The loopback overhead is notice-
able in the 1-node results we present in Section 6 against
our software-based implementation which relies on a shared-
memory transport for local on-node communication.

Figure 8: AM-based Put latency comparison between Hard-
ware and Software AGAS.

Figure 9: Comparing peak message rates for varying mes-
sages sizes for the AM-based Put microbenchmark.

6. Experimental Results
This section presents results from an evaluation of both our
software and network-assisted (i.e. “hardware”) AGAS im-
plementations. We evaluate with both synthetic microbench-
marks and application benchmarks to quantify the overheads
of AGAS’s critical operations: put, get and move.

6.1. Experimental Setup

Experiments were run on a cluster of 16 SuperMicro compute
servers. Each node contains two Intel Xeon E5-2620v3 proces-
sors with 6 cores each (12 physical cores per node), running at
2.40GHz. Additionally, each node has 32GB of memory and
contains a dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-3 EN 10 Gbs Ether-
net network adapter. Networking was provided by a NoviFlow
NoviSwitch [29], an OpenFlow v1.3-capable 10 Gbps Ethernet
switch. Each compute node was installed with Ubuntu 14.04
(kernel version 3.13) and Mellanox’s OpenFabrics Enterprise
Distribution (Mellanox-OFED) release 2.4-1.0.4. Our runtime
is branched from GASNet 1.24.0 and all compilation is done
with gcc 4.9.2 with -O3 optimization.

6.2. Photon Conduit Latency and Bandwidth

We have implemented the custom GASNet Photon conduit as
described in Section 5.2, and we use this conduit to evaluate
both software AGAS, where target address translation is done
at the endpoint, and hardware AGAS where address translation
is performed in the switch. The conduit itself is not the focus
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Figure 13: LRU Cache statistics at Rank 0 for 226 random up-
dates of a 221 words table.

Figure 14: Performance degradation of global updates due to
thread contention in concurrently accessing the cache.

compared a simple global single-lock cache against a sequen-
tial no-lock cache. Multi-threaded domains were simulated by
spawning threads that access the cache at the same frequency
as the main thread with a random bias (by sleeping between
2� 10µsecs between accesses). In this test, 16 million ran-
dom global updates were performed on a 1 million word table
by 32 processes on 16 nodes. We spawned up to 6 contend-
ing threads per process. The single-lock cache provides a
comparison baseline for the concurrent cuckoo hashtable (Sec-
tion 5.1). While the concurrent cache scales well with respect
to the number of contending threads, there is an opportunity
cost of concurrency that leads to much lower single-thread
performance. The concurrent cache is 25% slower than the
hardware directory (cache-bypass) solution.

6.6. Dynamic Remapping of Global Memory

We also use our GUPS microbenchmark to evaluate the im-
pact of dynamically moving pages (i.e., “remapping” blocks)
within our AGAS runtime by initializing an experiment with
a small table size that resulted in a total of four logical pages.
Since GUPS performs random updates to randomly placed
data, the impact of remapping is difficult to discern at larger
scales, and our motivation in constraining the table size is
to force frequent movement of a sizeable segment of the to-
tal address space. Distributed across 192 cores, remapping
these pages ensures that at least 25% of all subsequent global
updates will target a different process.

In Figure 15a we show only the total global random update
time (discounting the remap operation itself) between software
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Figure 15: Effect of active dynamic remapping to the perfor-
mance of random access of global data for Software and Hard-
ware AGAS.

Figure 16: The time taken to execute class A of the NAS Paral-
lel Benchmarks (NPB) on 16 nodes with 1 process per node.

and hardware cases over increasing numbers of remap opera-
tions. The key takeaway is that as page movement frequency
increase, the software approach takes increasingly longer as
more global updates require two or more hops to resolve their
new page owners. In contrast, the direct lookups afforded by
the hardware case ensure a constant, or improved, run time
as remaps increase. In our small-scale evaluation, the overall
time trend even decreases for hardware as pages frequently
become local to a single physical node that would otherwise
require a network hop.

On the other hand, the limitations of our OpenFlow-based
implementation become apparent in Figure 15b. For each
remap operation, the time needed to update the switch table
via out-of-band signaling, as opposed to updating the software
owner cache with an in-band active message, is considerably
higher. The switch table update mechanism is an area that
requires a tighter coupling between our AGAS runtime and the
supporting hardware, and we are investigating solutions that
provide an in-band, “bump-in-the-wire” remap mechanism.
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Unreliable datagram (UD) transport in IB allows receivers to accept packets from any potential source locality
in the network. Since global are resolved by the network, a sender cannot use a stateful connection with the
destination for communication. Within the RoCE layer, IB multicast GIDs are mapped to multicast Ethernet MAC
addresses when operations are posted to QPs by senders.
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(b) HW-AGAS: Use of multicast addressing in RDMA
over Ethernet.

Our hardware-based AGAS approach using Photon and GASNet is outlined in Figure 5.7b. During block
initialization, the AGAS layer registers local blocks as multicast groups via Photon (1) and pushes flow entries
to the discovered switch(es) in the network (2,3). Step (1) allows the receiver to accept messages destined to that
block from any sender, while steps (2,3) allow the switch to direct a given AGAS block, identified by its mapped
multicast Ethernet MAC address, to the appropriate port. In our example, rank 0 (home) owns block 1, and when
ranks 1 (source) and 2 (target) send a message to destination block 1, the destination rank 0 (home) is unknown at
the time of the send operation. Only when the switch matches on the flow entry for block 1 is the destination node
determined, steps (5,7) and (6,7), and the message delivered to the current owner of the block. When a block moves,
the AGAS rebinding operation updates the flow entries in the switch along with the receiver multicast groups.
We use Software-defined Networking (SDN) to update flow rules in the table so that the packets are routed to the
correct destination. In practice, the out-of-band signaling latency from our embedded controller to the switch, and
the synchronization required during dynamic remapping, creates a bottleneck for latency-sensitive applications.

5.3.1 Preliminary Results: Dynamic Remapping of Global Memory

We use the GUPS microbenchmark to evaluate the impact of dynamica remapping of global memory (by moving
chunks within our GASNet-based AGAS runtime by initializing an experiment with a small table size that resulted
in a total of four logical chunks (of 4K each). Since the benchmark performs random updates to randomly placed
data, the impact of remapping is difficult to discern at larger scales, and our motivation in constraining the table
size is to force frequent movement of a sizeable segment of the total address space. Distributed across 192 cores,
remapping these chunks ensures that at least 25% of all subsequent global updates will target a different process.

In Figure 5.8a, we see only the total global random update time (discounting the remap operation itself)
between software and hardware AGAS over increasing numbers of move operations. The key takeaway is that
as chunk movement frequency increases, the software approach takes increasingly longer as more global updates
require two or more hops to resolve their new chunk owners. In contrast, the direct lookups afforded by the hard-
ware case ensure a constant, or improved, run time as remaps increase. In our small-scale evaluation, the overall
time trend even decreases for hardware as chunks frequently become local to a single physical node that would oth-
erwise require a network hop. On the other hand, the limitations of our OpenFlow-based implementation become
apparent in Figure 5.8b. For each remap operation, the time needed to update the switch table via out-of-band sig-
naling, as opposed to updating the software owner cache with an in-band active message, is considerably higher.

5.4 Runtime Optimizations
Explicit rebalancing, as discussed previously, limits the utility of AGAS. The interface for data-stealing, global
data attributes and co-data actions was identified earlier. Here I will discuss briefly how those features will be
implemented in HPX-5.
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Figure 5.5: A CTT entry.

Allocation is conceptually simple. The chunk size is rounded off to the nearest power of 2, and the log2(size)
is stored in the size class bits in the address. This is necessary to implement blocked allocations in AGAS, as that
information is not available through the address arithmetic interface. To translate the LVA offset to a GVA, we
need a chunk table shared by both segments. With access to the scalable memory allocators metadata, a shadow
allocation scheme could reduce this lookup down to O(1). Cyclic allocations are implemented using a symmetric
cyclic heap managed by the root locality. This is conceptually simple and works fine in practice because a) cyclic
allocations in HPX-5 are synchronous, and b) cyclic allocations are collective and require an update to the CTT
on all localities. I will introduce an asynchronous lazy cyclic allocation scheme in HPX-5 implemented using
a segmented symmetric cyclic heap. For memory allocations with arbitrary distributions, the distribution map
will be stored in the CTT to be refered to during address arithmetic.

The deallocation procedure is similar to allocation, but for one complication: deallocation has to check for any
outstanding “pin” counts before freeing the chunks. As HPX-5 supports asynchronous deallocation, to avoid wait-
ing threads, deallocation inserts a “continuation parcel” in the CTT to be released when the “pin” count reaches 0.

Chunk Translation: Chunk translation is performed through a try_pin operation which bumps the “pin”
count associated with the chunk entry (refer Figure 5.5) in the CTT. The chunk table and CTT are presently
implemented using a fast, scalable cuckoo hashtable implementation. The CTT must maintain the current
mapping from the blocks that it owns to their corresponding base virtual addresses, as well as any additional
state required. The initial residing locality of the chunk (pointed to by the distribution map) is considered as the
home of the block. When a chunk is moved to another locality, the owner field in the CTT entry is updated to point
to the destination locality. In HPX-5, the CTT is distributed such that only the entries for the “home” chunks
are maintained at each locality. When chunks move, the right existing entries are set to forward to the owner
and new entries are inserted. For looking up a GVA, if an entry in the CTT is not found, the “home” bits of the
address are used. If the chunk is owned locally, the parcel addressed to that chunk is directly spawned as a thread
on that locality. In case of arbitrary distributions, the corresponding CTT entries are broadcasted to all of the
localities. Going forward, I plan to separate the translation table from the routing table to aid in co-design with
hardware-based directory implementations of AGAS. Should resolution be an issue, I will implement replicated
concurrent chunk tries, as they typically have lower storage requirements in the average case. Tries can coalesce
contiguous regions of memory and have to maintain nodes for the “holes” in the address space caused by move.

Mover Home Owner

move

move

Target

rebind

complete

complete

owns?         rebind

Figure 5.6: AGAS Move

Move Protocol: The various AGAS implementations share the high-level move protocol diagrammed in
Figure 5.6. A mover initiates a move of a source chunk to a destination locality by sending a move operation
to the destination containing the address of the source. The destination can concurrently allocate space for the
chunk, update the routing for the chunk if necessary, and send a completion message to the source. The source
invalidates its local mapping—replacing it with a forwarding record for the destination when using software
AGAS. It waits for all local readers or writers to drain away, and then sends the chunk data to the destination.
Any new pin requests are disallowed by returning a false. Once the destination has received the entire chunk
it inserts the local address translation locally.
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5.2 Software AGAS
“All problems in computer science can be solved by another level of indirection.”

David Wheeler

The design and implementation of AGAS differs drastically depending on the underlying transport (one-
sided v/s two-sided) and the directory implementation (software v/s hardware). Software AGAS refers to a
software-based directory implementation that we refer to as the chunk translation table (CTT). This table is used
to translate global virtual addresses to global physical addresses.

Virtual Address Representation: The hpx_addr_t representation of a global virtual address in HPX-5 is sim-
ply a 64-bit integer. As shown in Figure 5.3, it encodes the locality affinity of the chunk (home), a bit representing
if the address is part of a cyclic allocation or not (c), a size class (size), as well as an absolute byte offset within the
allocation (offset). While the offset can be fairly large (242 bits), the size class limits chunk sizes to 4TB (232 bits).

0 16 21 63

home c size offset

Figure 5.3: An HPX Global Virtual Address. (c bit denotes if the address is cyclic).

Global Virtual Address Space: Due to the global address representation scheme chosen, the global virtual
address space is segmented as shown in Figure 5.4a. With 16-bits for node identifiers, a maximum of 64K nodes
are supported. The local segment is managed individually by each node, whereas the cyclic segment is presently
managed by the root locality (node 0). Among both the segments, there are separate logical regions for allocations
of different sizes.

Allocation and Deallocation: Memory allocations affinitized to the calling locality are served from the local
segment. The entire size of allocation size is treated as one chunk. Each chunk is a contiguous range of virtual
address space at one locality in the system. In HPX-5, we want such global allocations to be fast as they form
the majority of allocations in the common case; LCOs are allocated with affinity to the calling locality. As shown
in Figure 5.4b, both segments are managed by a concurrent, scalable memory allocator (jemalloc or TBBmalloc),
as managing the global address space using a naive implementation is slow. The memory chunks backing the
allocations are, however, managed by global heap allocators using a simple bitmap scheme. These heap allocators
request local virtual memory from the operating system through a callback interface leveraging mmap() and
demand paging to minimize physical memory use.
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node 65535

......

0x1800000000000
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>>>>>>;
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9
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>>>>>>;
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(a) Global Virtual Address Space in AGAS.
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Figure 5.4: Software AGAS implementation in HPX-5
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has enjoyed wide-spread deployment. The Message Passing Interface (MPI), and the execution model that it
implements, Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), has been able to balance both efficiency and productivity
for traditional scientific applications. The recent trends in architecture have negatively impacted the scalability
of applications with low arithmetic intensity. The emerging class of analytics applications—that are popularly
characterized as “Big Data”—are dynamic, data-driven and irregular in nature.

Figure 1.1a shows the spectrum of the nature of computation versus data as exemplified by distributed
execution models. Existing paradigms are classified based on the static or dynamic nature of tasks verus data. For
instance, execution models such as MPI fall in the bottom-left region where both tasks and data are static—both
do not migrate. In this model, processes use message passing to exchange data. The Message Passing Interface
(MPI) provides a collection of aggretate communication operations known as collectives that allow structured
communication between processes. The focus is on moving data, rather than tasks; and this works well for
regular scientific applications such as physics simulations because high-performance interconnections networks
have been optimized for data-movement. Irregular applications such as graph algorithms are data-dependent
and a good a priori distribution of data is non-trivial. Such algorithms can be expressed effectively by paradigms
in the bottom-right. These include active message models like AM++ [52], Charm++ [34] and others. Transparent
migration of tasks based on the locality of data results in a global view of program control. A significant majority
of PGAS runtime systems such as UPC [28], SHMEM [19] are coupled with a CSP-like process model with no
provisions for arbitrary task parallelism. PGAS improves programmer productivity by permitting implicit data
movement, and imposing constraints on data layout to achieve good performance. It extends a shared-memory
programming model by allowing implicit (dynamic) data movement through a linear, global address space.
As an implementation detail, PGAS models do not incur matching overheads and are capable of leveraging
one-sided communication (RDMA) hardware. A number of burgeoning runtime systems targeted towards next-
generation extreme-scale systems fall within the dynamic-task and dynamic-data category–the Open Community
Runtime [44], Dynamic Exascale Global Address Space (DEGAS) [3], Legion [11], CHARM++ [35], STAPL [7],
and High-Performance ParalleX (HPX) [33,47].

Static
Task

Dynamic
Data

Static
Data

Dynamic
Task

PGAS
(UPC, SHMEM)

AGAS + Task 
Parallelism 

(HPX)

Active 
Messages

(Split-C, AM++)
BSP
(MPI

(a) Characterization of the nature of computation
with respect to task versus data. An active global
address space coupled with a message-driven exe-
cution model allows migration of both task and
data.
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Logical Representation

(b) Efficient mapping of task and data to available
physical resources is crucial for good performance.
A program task graph operates on data distributed
across different nodes.

A parallel programmer often has to worry about parallelism and locality to achieve good application perfor-
mance. To improve productivity, a programmer should ideally only be expected to expose sufficient parallelism
in his/her application. An adaptive runtime system should bear the responsibility of adaptively balancing load
in the system, while ensuring good spatial and temporal locality. Addressing both concerns is possible with an
active global address space coupled with a message-driven execution model. The reason is conceptually simple:
computation is moved to data to balance load; whereas data can be migrated to the computation to balance
communication and increase locality.

To be able to migrate data seamlessly between nodes, we introduce global virtual memory and abstract the
physical location of data using an active global address space. Abstraction of location is a central performance
and efficiency technique in computing systems. The ubiquitous idea of separating a process’s “name space” of
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Problem: Dynamic Load Imbalance
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(a) Degree Distribution of a scale 20 Graph500 graph with and with-
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Figure 4.2: Effect of permutation on imbalance on R-MAT graphs.
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(a) Mean Variance in partition distribution for
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schemes.
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(b) Data Imbalance for 1D vs 2D distribution of
neighboring vertex list for 1K nodes.

Figure 4.3: Effect of varying vertex and edge-list distributions on imbalance.

of work done by each locality (which is simply calling bfs_action on each vertex) roughly corresponds to the
number of outgoing edges on that node. To measure this imbalance, we simply look at the distribution of vertices
(and its edges) in the global address space.

From Figure 4.2a, we see that the scale 20 graph (220 vertices) graph has few vertices with high degree
counts. The specification mandates that edge and vertex labels be permuted after construction to avoid locality
optimizations during traversal. The data imbalance increases rapidly for non-permuted graph (Figure 4.2b) as
vertices are over-partitioned between nodes. In Figure 4.3, the graph is divided into 1K partitions of 1K vertices
each (16 bytes per vertex). The vertex with the minimum degree count is redistributed to another node if a
vertex that meets the following condition is found: degree(v)>=1.4⇥degree

avg

. Different policies to choose the
destination node are evaluated: least-loaded (agas-ll), predecessor (agas-pred), successor (agas-succ) or random
(agas-random). The distribution imbalance increases as the number of nodes are increased (fewer partitions per
node). At 512 nodes (2 partitions/node), we see 29 moves with an average of 568 KB and the imbalance factor
reduces from 3.24 to 2.79. At 256 nodes (4 partitions/node), there are 7 moves (avg of 428 KB) and the imbalance
factor reduces from 1.98 to 1.81. With fewer partitions per node, a 2D distribution of the neighboring vertices
is much more profitable as shown in Figure 4.3b.
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• Examples of applications demonstrating runtime 
imbalance: dynamic graph algorithms, adaptive mesh-
refinement, etc.

• Scalability and performance depends on initial data 
distribution and dynamic runtime-supported load and 
data balancing. 

• We propose global virtual memory for AMT runtimes using an active global 
address space (AGAS). 

• The active global address space is “active” in two senses. It is virtualized and allows 
memory to dynamically relocate; its usage is primarily through the use of active 
messages.

// A global virtual address

typedef int32_t gva_t;

// Runtime routines

int agas_init(int

*

argc, char

**

argv[]);

void agas_fini(void);

int agas_pe(void);

int agas_npes(void);

// Global allocation/deallocation

gva_t agas_map(size_t size);

gva_t agas_map_cyclic(size_t size);

gva_t agas_map_blocked(size_t size);

void agas_unmap(gva_t gva, size_t size);

// Global memory access routines

void agas_put(gva_t gva, const void

*

lva,

size_t bytes);

void agas_get(void

*

lva, const gva_t gva,

size_t bytes);

// Change affinity of a page in AGAS

void agas_remap(gva_t gva, int pe);

/// Synchronization primitives

void agas_barrier(void);

Listing 1: The Core AGAS interface

messages and captures their behavior. Put and get operations
are asynchronous and fences ensure that preceding put or get
operations have completed. We extend this simple interface
with the agas_remap() operation that allows explicit data
movement. Remapping a page that is currently being accessed
by a get or put operation is considered a data race and will
result in undefined behavior. Data may be remapped at a
page-size granularity.

Distributed arrays are allocated collectively or from a single
rank, and can initially be distributed either cyclically, where
the pages are striped across the ranks, or blocked, where the
allocation is partitioned into equal blocks of pages and these
blocks are placed on the ranks. Any distribution is realiz-
able using the agas_remap() operation. As with cache-lines,
programmers should pad pages to prevent false sharing. Byte-
based address arithmetic is performed directly on the global
address representation.

In addition to these global memory operations, the runtime
supports normal SPMD operations including topology queries,
barriers, and collectives. These appear in Listing 1.

The remap capability is crucial for applications where it is
difficult to determine a favorable initial distribution due to the
nature of the algorithm. We present 2D Adaptive Mesh Refine-

Figure 1: Levels of 2D grid hierarchies for 2D Adaptive Mesh
Refinement. The figure shows two coarser grids and one finer
grid consisting of cells within a bigger sub-grid. The sub-grid
is cyclically striped in the global address such that each col-
ored block is owned by a different rank after the initial allo-
cation. The global data dependencies of 5D-stencil operation
performed on the cells is also shown.

ment, a prominent HPC example which selectively discretizes
a grid to finer grids when a higher resolution is required and
illustrates agas_remap(). As shown in Figure 1, the key
data structure involved is a level of grid hierarchies linked
together representing varying discretizations of the grid. Cells
in the grid are located using an index encoded by a Morton-
ordered key space [26]. As shown in Listing 1, the interface
to global memory in AGAS is explicit through a library-based
API. Listing 2 shows pseudo-code for performing a 5D-stencil
operation on a sub-grid of cells. The initial grid is cyclically
allocated and as further levels are adaptively refined, new sub-
grids are allocated using add_grid_hierarchy(). These
allocations themselves can either be local to the allocating
rank or be globally allocated depending on the resolution of
the grid. The generated finer grid is assigned to a least loaded
rank and the ghost regions are remapped to minimize remote
memory accesses. All of the remote cells returned using the
pin_remote_cells() method are remapped local to the call-
ing rank. All subsequent get accesses to these addresses are
local, unless the addresses are remapped by other ranks.

4. Algorithms
In this section we will present three algorithms for AGAS man-
agement in terms of an event-driven active message runtime,
resulting in a two-sided networking implementation. While
our experimental evaluation focuses on the get/put model de-
scribed in Section 3, the AGAS algorithms can be used to
support arbitrary active message interaction with the global
address space—indeed our put/get implementation uses active
messaging internally.

4.1. Software Global Directory

Our naive software implementation of the global address space
maintains a distributed global directory that maps global vir-
tual addresses (GVA) to owner ranks. This directory is dis-
tributed statically and cyclically, so that each GVA has a “home”
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• Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) affected by 
dynamic runtime load imbalance.

• Sub-optimal initial partitioning of data can 
create communication and computation 
hotspots that cause performance degradation—
even after employing the common latency-
hiding optimizations.

Arbitrary, user-defined dynamic data distribution schemes in AGAS reduce load 
imbalance. Different load-aware data distribution policies evaluated on Graph500 
graphs: least-loaded (agas-ll), predecessor (agas-pred), successor (agas-succ) or 
random (agas-random).

Active Global Address Space (AGAS)

Software AGAS uses a chunk translation 
table (CTT) to translate GVA to GPA. In 
the hardware implementation, this table 
is maintained in the switch.

• Linear, byte-addressable, global address space 
organized into distinct logical blocks consisting of 
relocatable units (known as chunks).

• Distributed data-structures with arbitrary 
distribution allocated in global virtual memory.

• Dynamic remapping capability exposed through the 
introduction of an explicit "move" operation in the 
programming model.

• HPX-5 AGAS features:

• The remap operation is guaranteed to be consistent 
and linearizable, where in-flight parcels addressed to 
a "moving" target are resent until they arrive at the 
target. 

• Maintaining a scalable high-performance virtual 
global address space using distributed memory 
hardware is challenging. Software implementation of 
AGAS presently uses the two-sided networking 
interface.

HPX-5 AGAS architecture. Scalable, concurrent memory allocators are used for backing global 
memory. The per-node translation table with optional caching reduces global address 
translation overheads.

• Network-assisted AGAS leverages the 
capabilities of the network fabric to 
manage addressing rather than software 
at the endpoint hosts.

• Uses a GASNet conduit with IB 
multicast over unreliable datagram 
(UD) which allows receivers to accept 
packets from any node in the network.

• Address-to-port mapping in the switch 
determines the current owner of the 
global address.

• Storing the page table in the network 
switch makes loopback optimization 
challenging.

Use of multicast addressing with RoCE. Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) used to maintain global 
virtual address mappings in the switch. This allows 
the runtime to dynamically route put and get 
operations to the appropriate rank based on the 
global address.

Benefits of Network-assisted AGAS

• Limiting the software translation cache size 
degrades put/get performance.

• Each cache entry was only 4 bytes resulting in 
a 1:1000 ratio of metadata overhead per 
addressable page.

• In practice, cache entries encode other page 
attributes page, and an overhead of mere 0.1% 
can potentially limit the scalability of the 
runtime to 1000 processors.

• More evictions lead to increased cache misses. 
None of the cache replacement policies scale 
in comparison to the network-assisted 
implementation.

Performance degradation of global updates 
due to thread contention. The concurrent cache 
is 25% slower than the hardware directory 
(cache-bypass) solution.

• The GUPS microbenchmark 
with a global table consisting of 
4 pages distributed across 192 
cores. 

• As page movement frequency 
increases, the software approach 
takes increasingly longer. In 
contrast, the direct lookups 
afforded by the hardware case 
ensure a constant, or improved, 
runtime.

• The HPX-5 runtime system provides the dynamic, adaptive features necessary for the efficient 
execution of large-scale irregular applications.

• To manage both locality and load concerns for the programmer, HPX-5 provides global virtual 
memory using an active global address space (AGAS) where data can be dynamically migrated around 
in the system. 

•  Network-assisted AGAS incurs reduced common-case overheads, however hardware remapping 
remains expensive due to the cost of flow programming on present-day switches.

High-Performance ParalleX (HPX-5)

2.3 High Performance ParalleX (HPX-5)
HPX-5 is a library-based implementation of the ParalleX model in C. HPX-5 provides programming interfaces
for global address manipulation, translation, and allocation; parcels, lightweight threads, and LCOs. Internally,
HPX-5 is organized around a cooperative work-stealing thread scheduler, a parcel transport with a flexible
networking interface, and unified access to the global address space. HPX-5 provides networking based on Pho-
ton [23] as well as MPI. In addition to active message parcel operations, HPX-5 provides direct access to the global
address space through asynchronous put/get operations. Generic support for both parcel transport and put/get
operations is designed around a novel networking abstraction, put-with-remote-notification. HPX-5 provides
two implementations of this abstraction. The PWC network uses Photon’s put-with-remote-completion support
directly and implements a parcel emulation layer for parcel transport. The ISIR network provides parcel transport
on top of the traditional MPI Isend/Irecv point-to-point messaging, and emulates put-with-remote-notification
with parcels. The internal architecture of HPX-5 is shown in Figure 2.1.
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MemoryCores
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Manager

Process
Manager

Action
Manager

Parcel
Transport

Network
InterfaceMemory

Allocator

Operating System

Figure 2.1: HPX-5 Architecture. At the core of HPX’s architecture is a thread/parcel
scheduler and the global address space. LCOs and processes are allocated in the Global
Address Space.

In HPX-5, parcels target global addresses, carry payload data, identify message handlers known as actions for
execution, and specify continuation addresses. Parcel transport is reliable but unordered. Parcel delivery spawns
a cooperative lightweight thread executing the parcel’s action. Lightweight threads have the ability to acquire
resources, send additional parcels, and wait for asynchronous events. A thread automatically sends its result
to the global address as specified in its progenitor parcel.

Programming with parcels is inherently asynchronous. Data and control dependencies are expressed through
the use of local control objects (LCOs) that enable threads to wait for data and events without consuming
execution resources. HPX-5 provides a number of built-in LCO types, including futures, simple reductions, and
semaphores, and provides an interface for user-defined types as well. LCOs are allocated in the global address
space and are accessed through a uniform interface, irrespective of their actual affinity.

LCOs serve as parcel continuation addresses, and the thread continuation operation automatically sends the
continued data to the LCO and updates its state if necessary. This enables distributed sequential computation
in addition to the parallel computation provided with parcels.

3 Thesis Statement
The above background is sufficient to state my thesis:

Introduction of global virtual memory using an active global address space improves programmer
productivity and enables adaptive load balancing in a message-driven execution model.
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Parcel delivery spawns a cooperative 
lightweight thread executing the 
parcel’s action. Lightweight threads 
have the ability to acquire resources, 
send additional parcels, and wait for 
asynchronous events.

• HPX-5 is a library-based implementation 
of the ParalleX model in C.

• The HPX-5 runtime system features:

• Programming interfaces for global address 
manipulation, translation, and allocation; 
parcels, lightweight threads, and LCOs.

• Parcel transport using flexible one-sided or 
two-sided networking interfaces.

• Parcels target global addresses, carry 
payload data, identify message handlers for 
execution, and specify continuation 
addresses.

✓Cooperatively scheduler lightweight threads
✓ Inter-thread synchronization (LCOs)
✓Active messages (via Parcels)
✓Global Address Space (AGAS)

✓Data migration through explicit move operations
✓Data rebalance through "data-stealing"
✓Co-data (coupling computation and data) actions
✓Global data attributes (write-once, pinned, etc.)

Move/remapping protocol to move a 
global chunk from an owner node to a 
target node.

• Messaging overheads can be reduced through the use of a software translation cache
• However, software caching incurs storage and synchronization overheads

• Sequential direct-mapped cache extended with two cache replacement policies: random and LRU 
(least recently used)

• Bounding the cache size adds extra cache eviction logic and incurs capacity cache misses

✓Page table mappings have to be evicted as pages are remapped

Effect of bounded storage and cache replacement policies on the GUPS random access 
microbenchmark at 192 cores. The figure on the right shows LRU-cache statistics at rank 0 for 
2^26 random updates of a 2^21 words global table.

Impact of dynamically moving pages (i.e., “remapping” blocks)

HPX-5 Architecture.

Global data dependencies of 
5D-stencil operation in AMR.


